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Abstract—Distinguishing cartoon images from real-life images is important for many applications, such as web browser, or when the user search for images in multimedia documents, he/she often has in mind specific image types that is search for. In this paper, automatically method is introduced for classifying images as real-life or cartoons; it is based on extracting features from (RGB) and (HSV) colors space, the first (RGB) feature depend on the difference of current pixel and its neighbors, the cartoon images have more zero difference than photographs, the second (RGB) feature based on the extracting brightness from (RGB) color space for the image, since the cartoon images more brightness than photos, and the last features extracted from (HSV) color space the average saturation and brightness of images are extracted based on the cartoon images have large saturation and brightness than photos. The test results are indicated high performance for the suggested method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In general, images can classify as photographs, portraits, maps, buttons, charts, or several other types, make it considerably easier for people to specify and get back the kind of images they are interested in[1]. Today, the automated system classification become an urgent requirement, where for web images included that of (V. Athitsos, M.J. Swain, and C. Frankel [1]) that utilized the image contents to classify between photographs or graphics images, also adopted (A. Vailaya, A.K. Jain, H.-J. Zhang [2]) the classification between city images vs. landscapes based on low-level features, and (F. Cutzu, R.Hammoud and A.Leykin [3]) differentiating photographs of real scenes from photographs of paintings according color, edge, and texture properties.

In this paper, an efficient automated classification technique is introduced that able to distinguish the cartoon images from the real-world images according to some assumptions that related to content-based. The reset of this paper is organized as follows; section (II) is devoted to describe the suggested distinguish system scheme in details, section (III) mainly to describe using image sets which are used for testing the performance of proposed system, while in section (IV) some of the tests’ results are given.

II. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system structure shown in figure (1), the following described steps illustrated the implementation clearly. Basically, the main concerns were taken into account are:

- Cartoon images contain few, simple and strong colors.
- Saturation in cartoon images is higher than photographic.
- Cartoon images have strong black edges [3].

![Fig. (1): The layout of proposed system](image-url)
Step-1: Load the input image $I$ of size $W \times H$.

Step-2: Extract first ($RGB$) feature (difference feature), where this ($RGB$) feature depends on the difference of current pixel and the neighbors pixels, because of the cartoon images have little change in colors the zero difference for cartoon would riddance more than zero for photographs, according to equations (1-7), and then followed by finding the thresholds.

$$D1 = (img(x,y)_{RGB} - img(x+1,y)_{RGB})$$

$$D2 = (img(x,y)_{RGB} - img(x,y+1)_{RGB})$$

$$D3 = (img(x,y)_{RGB} - img(x+1,y+1)_{RGB})$$  

$$img(x,y)^D = \begin{cases} D1 & \text{if } D1 > D2, D1 > D3 \\ D2 & \text{if } D2 > D1, D2 > D3 \\ D3 & \text{if } D3 > D1, D3 > D2 \end{cases}$$

$$F1_{RGB} = \begin{cases} \text{Count}_{RGB} + 1, \text{next } x, y \ & \text{if } img(x,y)^D_{RGB} = 0 \\ \text{next } x, y \ & \text{if } img(x,y)^D_{RGB} < 0 \end{cases}$$

$$F1_{RGB} = (\text{Count}_{RGB}) / (W \times H)$$

$$F1 = ((F1_{red} + F1_{green} + F1_{blue}) / 3)$$

Where $img$ is original image, $D$ is selected different, $F1_{RGB}$ and $F1$ are the extracted features. The thresholds for this feature is extracted based on the size of loaded image, because this feature vary according to the size of image, therefore stander dimensions for loading image is chose for thresholds and those dimensions are change automatically with dimensions of loaded image, as equations below shown.

Threshold1=$((r \times 0.8))$  

Threshold2=$((r \times 0.15))$  

Threshold3=$((r \times 0.62))$

Where $r$ computes as in equation (10), if $r$ less than 1.5 or more than 0.5, then using the equations (11, 12) respectively, to reduce the standard size, and reuse equation (10) until the condition is satisfied:

$$r = \left(\frac{W \times H}{sz1} \right)^2$$

$$sz1 = sz1 + 10, sz2 = sz2 + 10, \text{if } r < 0.5$$

$$sz1 = sz1 - 10, sz2 = sz2 - 10, \text{if } r > 1.5$$

The $sz1$ and $sz2$ are the standard weight and height, which are $sz1=304$ and $sz2=304$ in the first step and then are modified if necessary using the $W_{ratio}$ and $H_{ratio}$ such as:

$$W_{ratio} = \frac{W}{sz1}$$

$$H_{ratio} = \frac{H}{sz1}$$

Figure (2) shows the flowchart for this feature in 100 cartoon images and 100 photos, where clearly shown the difference feature is higher for cartoon images than real-life images.

$$img(x,y)^B_{RGB} = (img(x,y)_{RGB} + img(x+1,y)_{RGB} - img(x,y+1)_{RGB} + img(x+1,y+1)_{RGB})$$  

$$F2_{RGB} = (\sum_{x=0}^{w} \sum_{y=0}^{h} \left( \frac{img(x,y)^B_{RGB}}{W \times H} \right))$$

$$F2 = ((F2_{red} + F2_{green} + F2_{blue}) / 3)$$

Step-3: Extract the second ($RGB$) features depends on the brightness of the image since the cartoon images more brightness than photographs, use equations (16-18). Figure (3) illustrates this feature is high for cartoons than of real-life images clearly.
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Where \( I^B_{RGB}(x,y) \) represents brightness of the image, \( I^B_{RGB}(x,y) \) is original loaded image, \( F^2_{RGB} \) and \( F^2 \) are second extracted features.

**Fig. (3):** Graph of brightness feature for 100 cartoon images and 100 real-life images

**Step 4:** Extract HSV features, where *Hue* refers to the color of red, blue and yellow and has the range from 0 to 360. *Saturation* means purity of the color and takes the value from 0 to 100%. *Value* refers to the brightness of the color and provides the achromatic idea of the color [4-6]. First convert the image in RGB to HSV color space, and then use equations (19-26) below.

\[
\begin{align*}
R^N &= \frac{R}{255} \\
G^N &= \frac{G}{255} \\
B^N &= \frac{B}{255} \\
C_{max} &= \text{MAX}(R^N, B^N, B^N) \\
C_{min} &= \text{MIN}(R, G^N, B^N) \\
\text{Chroma} &= (C_{max} - C_{min}) \\
H &= \begin{cases} 
60 \times \left( \frac{G-B}{\text{Chroma}} \right) \mod 6, & \text{Chroma} = R^N \\
60 \times \left( \frac{R-B}{\text{Chroma}} + 2 \right), & \text{Chroma} = G^N \\
60 \times \left( \frac{R-G}{\text{Chroma}} + 4 \right), & \text{Chroma} = B^N 
\end{cases} \\
S &= \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{Chroma} = 0 \\
\text{Chroma} \neq 0 & \text{Chroma} \neq 0
\end{cases} \\
V &= \text{CMAX} \\
\text{AvgS} &= (\sum_{i=0}^{h} \sum_{j=0}^{w} S_{i,j})/(\text{Width} \times \text{Height}) \quad \text{(25)} \\
\text{AvgV} &= (\sum_{i=0}^{h} \sum_{j=0}^{w} V_{i,j})/(\text{Width} \times \text{Height}) \quad \text{(26)}
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( R^N, G^N \) and \( B^N \) are the new values of current pixel after divided the current pixel value by 255 for each band. \( C_{max} \) and \( C_{min} \) are the max and the min values among these new values. 

\( \text{Chroma} \) represents the difference between the max and the min. \( H \) describes the huge of image. \( S \) represents the saturation value. \( V \) refers to the variance. \( \text{AvgS} \) and \( \text{AvgV} \) are the average saturation and variance, in these two averages, values considered as distinguish features between cartoons and real-life images. See figure (4) to illustrates the high value for cartoon compared to real-life images for 100 of cartoon images and 100 of photos, which show

**Fig. (4):** Graph of value feature for 100 cartoon images and 100 real-life images, cartoons have more highly valued pixels
Step 5: Show image type; determine the type of image depending on extracted thresholds for each feature.
1. Cartoon if F1 > Threshold1 or F2 > 350 or (F2red, F2green and F2blue < 80)
2. Photograph if F1 < Threshold2 or F2red, F2green and F2blue < 160
3. Else if
   AvgV > 0.85 Then count = count + 1
   If (AvgS + AvgV) / 2 > 0.6 Then count = count + 1
   If (F1red + F1green + F1blue) / 3 > threshold3 Then count = count + 1
   If count > 0 then cartoon else Photograph

III. THE IMAGE SET

For testing the proposed system performance, it is applied on 900 real-life images of different types (Corel images database), the class “photograph” included 9 different classes of Corel images database (see figure (5)), and more than 850 cartoon images of different objects, the classes “cartoon” included Line (pencil or ink) drawings and computer-generated images, 10 different classes of cartoon images contain different colors and characters of different size used in this paper (see figure (6)), which are calculated from web and cartoon-11k [7]. The testing images have different sizes.
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Fig. (5): One image example from each real-life images class (Corel database).
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Fig. (6): One image example from each cartoon images class.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT

The computed features of each image compared to extracted thresholds, and then consider the image to be a cartoon or real-life image. The results show that the system has well results in more natural images and cartoon images, the system is showed false results in the brightness images and simple color for real-life images (images have no long change in color), (see figure (7)). Tables (1&2) show the result of the proposed system on real-life images and on cartoon images.
respectively; these cartoons sometimes contain many details or have the saturation and brightness such as photographs, (see figure (8)). The change in the extracted thresholds will lead to an increase in the correct ratio of a particular type of images and a decrease in the other kind.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class #</th>
<th>True ratio</th>
<th>False ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class1</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class2</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class3</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class4</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class5</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class6</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class7</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class8</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class9</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. (7): Misclassified real life image classified as cartoon image

### Table 2: The effectiveness of the proposed method in cartoon images database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class#</th>
<th>True ratio</th>
<th>False ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class1</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class2</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class3</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class4</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class5</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class6</td>
<td>92.3%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class7</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class8</td>
<td>93.5%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class9</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class10</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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